CT Image-based Decision Support System for Categorization of Liver Metastases Into Primary Cancer Sites: Initial Results.
This study aimed to provide decision support for the human expert, to categorize liver metastases into their primary cancer sites. Currently, once a liver metastasis is detected, the process of finding the primary site is challenging, time-consuming, and requires multiple examinations. The proposed system can support the human expert in localizing the search for the cancer source by prioritizing the examinations to probable cancer sites. The suggested method is a learning-based approach, using computed tomography (CT) data as the input source. Each metastasis is circumscribed by a radiologist in portal phase and in non-contrast CT images. Visual features are computed from these images, combined into feature vectors, and classified using support vector machine classification. A variety of different features were explored and tested. A leave-one-out cross-validation technique was conducted for classification evaluation. The methods were developed on a set of 50 lesion cases taken from 29 patients. Experiments were conducted on a separate set of 142 lesion cases taken from 71 patients with four different primary sites. Multiclass categorization results (four classes) achieved low accuracy results. However, the proposed system was found to provide promising results of 83% and 99% for top-2 and top-3 classification tasks, respectively. Moreover, when compared to the experts' ability to distinguish the different metastases, the system shows improved results. Automated systems, such as the one proposed, show promising new results and demonstrate new capabilities that, in the future, will be able to provide decision and treatment support for radiologists and oncologists, toward more efficient detection and treatment of cancer.